Too Hot To Farm Rules

03/16/2016

12,000lb Weight Limit
1) Stock Motor Block and Head, no modification of any kind. Maximum CU Limit is 585
2) Hoods, fenders and grill must all be stock appearing.
3) All tractors to have stock manifold intake and exhaust (except tractors that never came from
factory with one, it’s to be manifold and not a header).
4) Fuels to be allowed are diesel, gas and propane.
5) Fuel System shall be original stock for make and model of tractor.
6) Turbo that will be allowed will Borg-Warner S-362 with inlet opening of 2.42, no modifications
allowed.
7) Stock 3LM turbo to be allowed for the year 2016.
**No Modifications allowed** Turbos will be sealed by MTTPA prior to first pull. $50 fee will be
charged at that time. If turbo does not get sealed prior to first pull you will be charged $100 or
not be able to pull.
8) Throttles to be spring loaded.
9) No nitrous, propane or alcohol add ons allowed.
10) No intercoolers. If tractor has one, it must be disconnected for pull.
11) Water injection allowed. One port only.
12) RPM will be 2800. Anyone over will be DQ’d.
13) Diesel Tractors must have an air shut off. Gas and propane must have an electric shut off with a
hook up at the back of the tractor with 2 inch ring.
14) Wheelie Bars required. ROPS is suggested. 21/2lb fire extinguisher is required
15) Hitch height will be 20 inches with a 3 By 31/2 opening.
16) Max tire will be 20.8x38 or 18.4x42. Top Cuts allowed.
17) Drivers must wear a helmet, long heavy pants and fire jacket. No shorts. Shorts will result in a
DQ if worn during the pull.
18) Exhaust must be vertical. No rain caps.
19) All Tractors must have factory wide fronts. No narrow fronts allowed.
20) No weights above hitch allowed.
21) Officials have the right to reject any entry at any time.
22) Tech inspector has the right to recheck any tractor at any time. Any person caught cheating will
be DQ’d for the event by the tech inspector. Any hot rodding anywhere on the grounds will
result in an automatic DQ and from any further participation at the event.
*Midwest Truck and Tractor Pullers LLC official rules cannot be duplicated or used for any other event,
unless approved by Dennis Thomas and is certified by the State of Wisconsin, office of the Secretary of
State*

